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Caught Out: Quick Answers to Caught Out: Quick Answers to 
Tough QuestionsTough Questions

“In your hearts revere Christ as Lord. Always be 

prepared to give an answer [apologia] to everyone 

who asks you to give the reason for the hope that you 

have. But do this with gentleness and respect, keeping 

a clear conscience, so that those who speak 

maliciously against your good behaviour in Christ may 

be ashamed of their slander.” (1 Peter 3:15-16)

“Be wise in the way you act toward outsiders; make 

the most of every opportunity. Let your conversation 

be always full of grace, seasoned with salt, so that you 

may know how to answer everyone.” (Col. 4:5-6)

“We demolish arguments and every pretension that 

sets itself up against the knowledge of God, and we 

take captive every thought to make it obedient to 

Christ.” (2 Cor. 10:5)

First Thoughts

�Share a time you’ve been “caught 

out” by a tough question, while talking 

with a friend about what you believe. …

How confident are you to talk about 

your beliefs with another, and respond 

to their objections? And is this 

important in the Australian scene today?

�What is the role of apologetics in 

evangelism? How can it help, or hurt, 

the core task of pointing people to 

Jesus?

First Thoughts

(1) Hypocrisy
(2) God

(3) Suffering
(4) Science

(5) Pluralism
(6) Unnecessary
(7) Irrelevant

(8) Bible
(9) Prayer

(10) Freedom

“Q+A  

“TRANSLATE …
“TR A NSL A TE  …

�Choose Question/Objection … 2 Post-It Notes each



GOOD ANSWERS

Consistent

Complete

Corresponds

Livable

“TR A NSL A TE  … “TRANSLATE …
“TR A NSL A TE  …

�Choose Question/Objection

�Initial Thoughts

�Video/Caught Out Response

�Dot points + powerful story to carry response

�Share in 2 minutes with class

(1) Hypocrisy
(2) God

(3) Suffering
(4) Science

(5) Pluralism
(6) Unnecessary
(7) Irrelevant

(8) Bible
(9) Prayer

(10) Freedom

“Q+A  

HYPOCRISY
“Why should I consider Christianity when 

Christians are such hypocrites?”

“TR A NSL A TE  …

�Question/Objection

�Initial Thoughts

�Video Response

�Questions/Comments

�Other Approaches + Additional Support

GOD

“How can you believe in an invisible God? 
The only things we can really know about 

are material and can be measured.”

“TR A NSL A TE  …

�Question/Objection

�Initial Thoughts

�Video Response

�Questions/Comments

�Other Approaches + Additional Support

SUFFERING

“If God is good and powerful, then why is 
the world so bad?  A God who allows 

suffering can’t be trusted.”

“TR A NSL A TE  …

�Question/Objection

�Initial Thoughts

�Video Response

�Questions/Comments

�Other Approaches + Additional Support

SCIENCE

“Hasn’t science proved the Bible’s wrong?

“TR A NSL A TE  …

�Question/Objection

�Initial Thoughts

�Video Response

�Questions/Comments

�Other Approaches + Additional Support

PLURALISM

“Exclusive religions are dangerous.  
Why be intolerant when all paths 
probably lead to the same God.”

“TR A NSL A TE  …

�Question/Objection

�Initial Thoughts

�Video Response

�Questions/Comments

�Other Approaches + Additional Support

UNNECESSARY
“Why should I follow Jesus?                   

I’m good enough without God.”

“TR A NSL A TE  …

�Question/Objection

�Initial Thoughts

�Video Response

�Questions/Comments

�Other Approaches + Additional Support



IRRELEVANT
“Christianity is outdated and irrelevant”

“TR A NSL A TE  …

�Question/Objection

�Initial Thoughts

�Video Response

�Questions/Comments

�Other Approaches + Additional Support

REVELATION
“How can I believe the Bible is God’s Word?”

“TR A NSL A TE  …

�Question/Objection

�Initial Thoughts

�Video Response

�Questions/Comments

�Other Approaches + Additional Support

PRAYER
“If God loves us so much,                           

then why doesn’t He answer my prayers?                                         
How can I trust God if He doesn’t even care?”

“TR A NSL A TE  …

�Question/Objection

�Initial Thoughts

�Video Response

�Questions/Comments

�Other Approaches + Additional Support

FREEDOM
“Why should I believe in a God who 
condemns almost everything I do?  

All those rules put you in a strait-jacket 
and restrict your freedom.”

“TR A NSL A TE  …

�Question/Objection

�Initial Thoughts

�Video Response

�Questions/Comments

�Other Approaches + Additional Support

“a closing word: LOVE

�Gospel = Show + Tell; Kingdom Deeds + Kingdom Words

“It seems to me the most urgent apologetic task of the church 
today is to live in the world in such a way that the world is driven to 

ask us about the hope we have.” (Philip Kenneson)

“Love is the most powerful apologetic. It is the essential 
component in reaching the whole person in a fragmented world.”

(Ravi Zacharias)

“If I have the gift of prophecy and can fathom all mysteries and all 
knowledge, and if I have a faith that can move mountains, but do

not have love, I am nothing.” (1 Corinthians 13:2)

Testimony/Tips/           
Prayer /Challenge

Discussion of Readings

-question—something you don’t get, or 

want to clarify

-challenge—something you disagree 

with, or want to nuance

-implication—“so what” for your 

evangelistic approach

-application—something useful right 

now in your context

�In the secular society, what is the 
difference between “facts” and 

“beliefs”?  

�How does this clash with the Biblical 
Gospel, and what should be our attitude 

and approach to evangelising in this 
context?

Evangelism in the Context of 
Secularization (46-54)

�What are some of the “defeater beliefs” that 

make Christianity seem implausible today?

�On the topic of Christianity being exclusive yet 

society being pluralistic and preferring to allow for 

many paths to God, what key points would you 

make in the “sandwich approach to sharing the 

gospel”? … i.e., 

(1) The attractive gospel: brief gospel connected to 

baseline narratives

(2) Why Christianity can be true: dismantling doubts

and defeaters (state defeaters in strongest way)

(3) The Biblical story of the gospel:                           

a more thorough telling

“Deconstructing Defeater Beliefs”



�The authors suggest that a major reason 

why the church is declining all over the 

western world is because it has failed to “go 

public.” What do they mean, and do you 

agree?  

�What difference might it make to “go 

public”?

“Going Public with the Gospel” (29-37) Leading Seculars to Christ: Leading Seculars to Christ: 
Evangelistic PreachingEvangelistic Preaching

Pluralism (n): The doctrine that all religious 
paths, and major worldviews like atheism,     

are equally valid, and it is impossible to judge 
which, if any, is right.

Pluralism (n): The doctrine that all religious 
paths, and major worldviews like atheism,     

are equally valid, and it is impossible to judge 
which, if any, is right.

�In pairs, share a good and bad 
experience of public proclamation. What 

made the difference?

�In today’s culture, what works and 
what doesn’t work in public 

proclamation? What changes to 
approach are most appropriate in light 

of cultural shifts?

�In your experience, what are crucial 
ingredients in evangelistic preaching 
that reaches seculars? Describe the 

approach of someone you know who 
communicates well for the Aussie scene.

First Thoughts
#1. Determine who is your primary 

audience/demographic, and what is the hinge 
issue (8:20-8:25)

#2. Use Keller’s three-fold structure to plan your 
talk … What is your key point for each section? 
Align this with a story that can carry the point. 

(8:25-8:35)

#3. Condense this talk into a one paragraph 
synopsis that you could send through to the 

outreach organiser, so they know how to set the 
scene before you speak (8:35-8:40)

#4. Each group is to share the 
setting/demographic and talk idea with the class 

(perhaps just reading this one paragraph 
statement from #3 above), taking 2 minutes each 

(8:40-8:55)

Class Activity 8.4 (p10) Reminders for          Reminders for          
Next WeekNext Week

(1)(1) Testimony by ___________Testimony by ___________

(2) Tips by ________ for ___________(2) Tips by ________ for ___________

(3) Challenge of _______________(3) Challenge of _______________

(4) Forum posts for pre(4) Forum posts for pre--readingreading


